Chapter 4
Empirical Scholar
In Search of Warrant
David C. Berliner
As a teenager, needing to feel unique, I rebelled against my family and
society by declaring that I was an atheist. I held that position bccause I
could not see the beneficial effects for Jews of the Judaic god with which
I had been raised. Of course, the Holocaust and World War II were a part
of my youth, and these events were uniquely suited to test the faith of
any person. But I could not see any more positive effects on people's
lives as a result of worshiping the Christian version of that same god.
During this youthful period of my life I was also aware of the continuing prejudice against African Americans, in particular, but prejudice
directed against Asians and Puerto Ricans as well. What I observed, as
an uninvolved but reflective teenager, was that many of the purveyors of
prejudice included those who worshiped the same god as the groups they
treated unfairly. My reasoning aboul this was simple: a god who loved
Jews, 01' Blacks, 01' Hispanics, while simultaneously allowing them to be
physically exterminated, 01' to live in poverty and be held in disrespect
by those in powor, was nonexistent 01' cruel.
In the face of the political, economic, and social conditions of the
real world, it was not possible for me to retain any religious faith. Later
in my life I realized that I was searching for some kind of warranted belief: which is, of course, exactly the opposite of faith. Eventually I also
discovered that the atheism I espoused was no more supportable through
strong warrant than was the faith I was expected to hold. I could not find
the warrant I sought for intelligent disbelief 01' belief in religious life.
What I discovered about myself was that I was agnostic to the core, and
the reason for that was that I believed deeply in warrant.
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Searching for Evidence
I have no idea of their origins, but somewhere in my life I developed
evidentiary standards. And with my emergent standards for evidence I
could not abide either the true believers or those that scoffcd. Somehow,
as I was opened up by the course work and the fi"eedom to think in college, I learned that mystery was not, automatically, miracle. We do not
have to posit gods or supernatural forces when we have no explanation
for, say, the origins of life or thunder. The origin of life is still a mystery,
while the source of thunder is now known. So the thunder god has died.
What is unknowable, now, should be thought of mercly as that-unknowable. Neither supernatural forces nor unsubstantiatcd theories have
to be offered as explanations for what we do not or cannot know.
The Relationship between Warrant and Method

While I am persistent in demanding warrant, a sense that a claim is
justified, I worry a good deal less about method. I am open to a rational,
logieal case from philosophers and laypeople alike, for warrant is not an
attribute of scientists or the well educated alone. Fanners, crafts-persons,
and teachers often develop some wisdom of practice, and it is not to be
scoffed at because it does not mcet formal, scientific standards. On the
other hand, what passes for wisdom need not bc accepted uncritically
either. Science can help sort out the folk bcliefs that are worth taking
seriously from those that are not.
I also gratefully aceept data collected in adherence to accepted standards of praetice, along with the intelligent interpretations that must accompany sueh data, from qualitative scholars of all persuasions-phenomenologists, symbolic interaetionists, feminists, queer theorists, and
hermeneticists. The key caveats here are that the data eolleeted must
meet the standards for data eolleetion in some discipline or field of
study, and it must be interpreted sensibly. Of course I am the one to decide whether those criteria have been met. I have, however, managed to
convince myself that I use the "reasonable person" test for judging studies and their data, and thus I believe that my eriteria are adequate for the
job of evaluating warrant.
I find that I am predisposed to be most tolerant of well-designed
quantitative studies and estimates of effect sizes from those studies, but I

rcadily accept and occasionally applaud insights garnered Ii-om investigative reporters using the highest standards of journalism. While othcrs
maynot thll1k me consistent, I have no trouble with my catholic tastes. I
consistently seek warranted belief about the things that interest me but
'
the warrant can be derived from quite dilferent sources.
Evidence

I am W;lI aware that there are many ways to define evidence, so that
one persol~ s abs~lutely eonvlllcing data are another person's continuing
source 01 skeptiCism. Jmy tnals make this obvious every day. Disagreem~nts ,about,the strength 01 a warrant are to be expected, and assessment
01 a wall.ant s strength might well change over time. We see that clear!
III the history of the public's belief about the relationship betwee;'
smoiclllg cigarettes and disease, or about the relationship between greenhouse gas emiSSions and global warming. The strength of the warrant has
~han~ed o.ver tll!~e and n~?re ~nd 1110re ~eople have come to accept these
l.elatlOnslllps as proven. TIllS same po lilt can also be illustrated in education by looklllg at the research on school funding and on class size. For
decades the. warrant behind policies for increasing funding for some
~chools, or lor reduClllg class size in some grades, was not strong enough
lor people III authonty to make the expensive decisions that such evidence dictates. UntIl recently, the extant researeh available to support the
~)ohcy was ~nc,onvlll~lIlg to many .. But that has changcd in recent years,
and 1.1OW the ~eason lor not spendlllg enough money to provide quality
educatIOn IS Simple meansplrltedness. It is no longer a lack of scientific
warrant.
. Evidentiary Issues become complex as they relate to educational
pohcy, because policy is always about the enactment of values. So
judgments about the strength of warrant can easily become entangled
With strong values. For example, we need low taxes to foster economie
growth, and we need lower class sizes to inerease student aehievement in
order to pr~moteeconomie gr~wth. But these two values are in opposition, SlIlce leductlOns III class size reqUIre greatly inereased expenditmes
of pubhc l:lOl1IeS raised through taxes. What is a legislator to do? In fact,
the mlllgllllg of eVidence and values is inherent in all educational research, and not to recognize that is to misunderstand both education and

_______________________________________________
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the social sciences. That is a lesson that took me a long time to learn in
my apprenticeship as a researcher.

A Research Apprenticeship
I began my college career in 1955 as a business major,. opencd,a
business while a fi"cshman in college, and karned that n:alon g ,money
. I d'j'fi It to do , nor IJ'lrticularly
II1terestll1g. 1 he.' busll1ess
I
was nelt 1cr 1 lell
(
,. I '.~ I
had opened, with another eighteen year old; was a bar and gllll. r le:e
met many interesting and strange peoplc. So I to~k a specIal I.ntelest 111
ourses choosing to maJor !11 elnllcal psychology
.,
.'
. d I I f tI
my fi'Irs t pSyCl10logy C
instead of busincss. At twenty-one, with a wife and young c1111 .' ,e t 1e
City College of New York and moved to Los Angeles. ,:orkll1 g I1Ights
as a printer I finished my undergraduate degree !11 1960 at UCLA, stilI
in psychol~gy, but with enough courses to have almost full majors !11
both anthropology and sociology. My intcrests were !11 the cntne domall1
of the social sciences.
.
Because UCLA was so experimentally oriented, I decIded to seek a
naster's degree at California State University at Los Angelcs, wIth an
~mphasis in clinical psychology. But UCLA's.iniluencc: along wIth n?
own nature, made that a painful cxpenencc. I found clll1lcal psycholo~1
cal theory and practice to bc based on many unwarranted claIms. In fac,t,
I became quite argumentative in some classes because 1 thought tlMt
f what I was taught was nonsense. At times I had trouble telling
some 0
. '
d d b tt
.dence as a
the loonies from their therapists! I simply deman. e . _e er eVI, .
guide to clinical practice. I wanted to rely on selentltrc ~nethods fOI my
social science work. I sought warrant for my practrce. So I sWItched to
g
experimental psychology and began to value my own nature by allo:"lIl
for thc cultivation of my natural skepticism, which is the periect aptItude
for scientific work.
.
A series of jobs as a novice researcher in human factors psychology
and training psychology allowed me to support my growlIlg famIly ~nd
learn more about social science methods. fhen, after decldlllg to pUl sue
my doctorate and applying to Stanford's psychology department, I leceived an odd letter. The psyehology department had turned me down,
but they had sent my application to the school of educatIon, as a courtesy. Psychology noticed that I had published some research that ap-
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pcared rclevant to education, albcit as a very junior author. And education accepted me, though I had never applied.
I entered Stanford's School of Education without knowing anything
about education. But there my skills and sensibilities as a researcher
werc honed. Betwecn Stanford and UCLA I studied under five prcsidents
of the American Psychological Association, Albert Bandura, Donald
Campbell, Lee J. Cronbaeh, Ernest Hilgard, and Quinn McNemar. I
studied under or interacted with presidents of the American Educational
Research Association such as Elliot Eisner, Nathaniel Gagc, and Patrick
Suppes, and had courses or discourse with other remarkable scholars in
psychology and education--Richard Atkinson, William Estes, and Richard Snow, to name just a few. Teachers of this quality have cnormous
effects on their students, and they gather about them students who have
enormous effects on each other. My views of scholarship were shaped by
both my teachers and my peers, and I thank them for that. My tentative
search for warrant became grounded in philosophy and psychology, and
I applicd my dcep feelings about evidence and the nature of warrant to
educational research, focusing on the study of teaching, and moving
eventually to educational policy.

Rel1ectioll

011

My Development as a Scholar

Many years after I began my career I learned that the cminent physicist Richard Feynman (1999) had eloquently expressed thoughts that
were relevant to my nature and my affinity for social scientific work.
Feynman (1999, J 86) distinguished science "from the forms or proeedurcs that are sometimcs used in developing science." That is, Fcynman
said, the various methods of science--the true experiment, statistical inference, reliability and validity of measures, and so forth--are not themselves science, but merely the tools of science. Somehow, despite exposure to some bad teaching that confuscd these two concepts, J also came
to rccognize this, and that is why I am so cathoJic in my views on
method.
After distinguishing sciencc from its methods or tools, Feynman
(1999, 187) went on to define what scicnce really was. His odd definition
is one that resonates with me: "Science is the belief in the ignorance of
experts." That detinition captures precisely what I love about being a
scientist in the social domain. A practicing social scientist should be
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skeptical of everyone, particularly those in authority: the politicians,
chief state school officers, business leaders, all the various "experts"
who so often confuse values and politics with evidence. Your job as a
scientist, says Feynman, is to doubt everything you hear, to examine the
warrant for every claim made, perhaps especially the claims made by
those in authority. I love science because it gives me the right to challenge the claims. In fact, one way of looking at it is that science demands
that you challenge existing claims and authority.
Looked at in this way science is the single most powerful ally of democracy. That is why Dewey recommended that science be a central patt
of the school curriculum. In Democracy alld Education (1916) Dewey
said that without initiation into the scientific spirit one is not in possession of the best tools which humanity has so far devised for effectively
directed reflection. Dewey also noted that science's norms were precisely democracy's norms: tolerance for free inquiry, toleration of diverse opinions, and the demand for free communication. Dewey and
Feynman shared a belief that I also believe is quite impoltant. Feynman
said doubt is the fundamental characteristic of the scientist, and that
teachers who teach science as if they are teaching some kind of "truth"
are teaching beliefs antithetical to genuine science. On that same theme
Dewey proclaimed that democracy required uncertainty--for unceltainty
is precisely the opportunity within which people can exercise judgment.
The quest for certainty, said Dewey, is hostile to the building of a democracy and to freedom. Thus these two great thinkers, Dewey and
Feynman, see that the mainsprings of both our democracy and our scientific achievements are in disquieting situations. Politicians, as well as
many educators, do not always think about that as they push methods
that lead children to give "the one right answer" in whatever subject area
is being learned. We actually would be far better off getting good questions from our students rather than getting good answers from them!
That science is under attack today from the academic left strikes me
as strange, patticularly since those same critical theorists, with their
postmodern sensibilities, would claim to be strong supporters of democracy. As Dewey and Feynman note, science is actually inextricably
bound up with democratic life. If the information from scientific inquiry
is used poorly, or if the information has been corrupted (as in the case of

sOl11e of the science associated with ei ,- . > . . .
•
the research on bilingual education . g~"~tte ;mokmg,.sOlne. drug tests,
testing), this is the fault of n .
Ie ata scts from mtelligence
domination of ideology over da;~I~I~ ~:i:ove~'lshed capitalism, .or the
use are associatcd with social ee
.
uptlOn of sCIence and ItS bad
the fault of science as a way o'fkonomlc, and polItical issues, and are not

it'.

nowmg.

Thus, by choosing to be a social scientist I I
. I'
advocate for the rights promised b d
cloose a so to be a strong
y em~cracy to all our citizens. These
are the belief's I gre . t.1
w m 0, t lough It certamly took
reflective thought to slowly understand what I b I~:C m~ny years oftll1where I wanted to go as a scholar.
e leve and to decIde
>

Changing Directions
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.
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improving schoo! performance,

an the concerns about the improvement

of professional development for teachers, I believe to be partly wasted
effort. I say that because in this country wealthy suburban districts have
children that are achieving quite well, though there is still great room for
improvement. But in this country there are also school districts that operate managerially like the schools of a third world nation. And the student
performance in those schools is gencrally quite low. Those school districts are usually urban, deal predominantly with the poor, and deal usually with children of color.
American public schools on average are not exccptional. But I have
shown that the average scores in a country as diverse as ours mask pockets of excellence. We have districts and schools that are world class,
competitive with any nation in the world. I have also shown that the average score masks, as well, the pockets of shame we have. We have districts and schools that should be an embarrassment for a country as
wealthy as ours.
My credentials as a scientitic scholar, and the quality of the database
I used, provided me a special chance to refute thosc who would abandon
the public schools. I have been able to moderate slightly the effects of
these people on public opinion. In general, I use my scholarship now to
challcnge those in authority, those that would privatize our public
schools on the unsubstantiated belief that they havc not becn successful.

The SCholarship I }<'avol'
A series of accidents brought my research skills to the study of
teaching, a field I could never accept as simply an art. I know that teachers cannot strictly follow formulas, rules, or algorithms. I know that
teaching regularly calls for individualization, improvisation, creativity,
and emotional sensitivity. I know that teaching requires artistry, and to
complicate the picture, that artistry must be displayed in real-time and in
public settings. For many scholars, these are conditions of employment
that preclude assistance from science. But I have a preference for scientific knowledge about teaching, learning, and the processes of schooling.
My colleague and friend of many years, N. L. Gage (1994, 565), has cxpressed my reasons for th is better than me:

As Gage (1992, 9) further noted ,
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' ,
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,
II '
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I

:t

f \Vhenever po~sible, my desire is to test by some acceptable method
:o:.~~el~ce the ~lallns of those educational scholars who use other ii'ame01 developlllg knowledge. I remain properly skeptical of their
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work unless I can do so. But skepticism is totally different from rejection. Science is about skepticism, not about rejection. Therc arc other
ways of knowing than science, as is made clear by every religious scientist that has ever lived! But social science methodologies, broadly conceived, yicld the ways of knowing that I most favor. Quality research
ii·om these kinds of endeavors is capable of providing me with the
strongest warrant for thinking about both policy and practice.
Certainly, strongly warranted scientific claims do not always influence educational policy and practice. If they did, we'd have universal
preschools of high quality, more professional development of teachers,
mentoring programs for the first two years of induction, late-exit bilingual programs, more hands-on science and mathematics, more use of the
project method with students, more balance between "wholc-language"
and phonics approaches to reading, better pay for teachers, less tracking,
more cooperative learning, less high-stakes testing, fewer non-certified
teachers, fewer teachers teaching out-of·field, fewer children retained in
grade, and so forth. These are all areas where 1 belicve strong scicntific
warrants exist. Action can be taken with SOI11C surety that the resultant
state of affairs will resemble that found in the research reported.
Clearly, however, science is only one of the ways that influence what
people choose to do. Politics and ideology and a neighbor's experience
often have greater influence over the decision-making processes affecting education. Nevertheless, despite its poor track record for influencing
policy and practice, and despite the fact that not all of education's problems are amenable to study by science, when it can be developed, a
strong scientific warrant is something to respect. That is why there will
always be a role for the social sciences in education, and why other ways
of knowing havc their place as well.
Education will always be contested ground-methodologically as
well as politically. Instead of bemoaning that fate, we should rejoice that
the complexity of the educational system means that all who are concerned with it will have a chance to influence it. That is appropriate for a
democracy. 1 am proud to represent the social science community in the
continuing discourse about education. And I am proud, as well, to count
among my friends Professor Nelson Haggerson, who has influenced that
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discourse for decades. We are all belter off jill' his participation in this
the most Important continuing conversation occlIlTing in our democracy. '
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